
General Architectural Guidelines 

Quality:  Development and maintenance of a high-quality community are the primary goals of Murrayhill.  To 

achieve a high-quality community image, both the overall building appearance and its details should convey a sense 

of solid, thoughtfully designed, permanent construction.  The Architectural Review Committee will not accept 

façade treatments that are associated with impermanent, hastily built or obviously inexpensive construction 

materials or techniques. 

Consistency:  The ARC seeks to achieve a high level of design consistency in the homes and other improvements in 

Murrayhill.  Buildings that may attempt a statement of quality on their street frontage, but abandon all pretense of 

design or quality on their sides and rear will not be approved.  A house of simple design, constructed of modest 

materials (if it carries that design and those materials consistently) will usually communicate a more convincing 

image of quality than a house with an elegant front but cheap, stripped-down design and construction on the other 

sides. 

Scale and Proportion of Dwellings: The finished streetscape must not create the impression of over-sized houses 

pushing too hard against the street. Vertical and horizontal offsets are encouraged in preference to houses with long, 

tall or unbroken walls and roofs abutting against the minimum setbacks. Because of the hillside nature of 

Murrayhill, it must be realized that choosing any plan from a book may be inappropriate for most lots.  Additionally, 

variations in setbacks from the street edge are encouraged to provide interest along the streetscape.  Buildings must 

relate primarily to the topography and should relate to existing trees and adjacent properties, rather than to the street. 

Scale:  The lots at Murrayhill are not normally sized for “estate” homes, and it is important that homes not be over 

scaled.  In this respect, entrances should not be over scaled in relation to the house itself.  Continuous ridgelines 

exceeding half the frontage width are discouraged; continuous ridgelines exceeding 75% of the frontage width are 

not permitted.  Changing the ridge directions or using offsets or major roof projections should be considered to 

break rooflines.  No dwelling may exceed the City of Beaverton lot coverage standards (42 percent). 

Roof Forms and Materials: All roof forms are allowed, depending upon the designer’s ability to produce a 

coherent, consistent, harmonious and unified appearance both overall and in detail.  The roof should convey an 

appearance of high-level quality, whether a simple or complex form, regardless of the materials used.  As with the 

design of the building as a whole, the style of the roof should remain consistent from all views.  

 Roofing material and color should be compatible with others in the same neighborhood or individual project, as 

well as with siding and trim colors 

 All roof installations require an approved application prior to installation. The ARC may approve other 

roof materials when appropriate for neighborhood continuity.   
 Composition Shingle roofs must have a minimum 5/8-inch profile The ARC has pre-approved the following 

composition materials: CertainTeed Presidential TL, colors, charcoal black, shadow grey, country grey, and 

autumn blend.  GAF Grand Canyon, colors, black oak, mission brown, stone wood, and storm cloud grey. 

Pabco Paramount Advantage, antique black, oak wood and weathered wood.  

 3/4-inch wood shakes are required when replacing a shake with shake. 

 Include the manufacturer, material and color of the roof with your application. 

Openings and Projections: Large blank walls are to be avoided.  Blank walls visible from adjacent streets and open 

spaces should be broken up by means of well-placed windows, doors, bay windows, cantilevers or other 

architectural accents.  An architectural solution is stressed and preferred.  If an architectural solution is not possible 

because of interior design or need, blank walls are to be mitigated by well-placed, large-sized landscaping. 

Windows with a definitely visible trim surround are required, unless vinyl windows are proposed, in which case trim 

surround is optional.  The Wynwood and Murraywood neighborhoods are exceptions to the requirement for window 

trim.  In these two neighborhoods, window trim is required on the front of a house; it is encouraged on all other 

sides. Muntin bar patterns should be consistent on adjacent elevations that are visible from any street or common 

area. 

Material Changes: To avoid a tacked-on, low quality, thin veneer look, material changes should be made at an 

inside corner or at a major wall opening. Brick must terminate vertically at a horizontal surface and should return to 

an inside corner.  (See item 12, Exterior Colors and Brick, pages 12 & 13).  

 


